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2
FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of one embodiment of a

METHOD, APPARATUS, AND SYSTEM FOR

system for object recognition using a recognition database,
according to the invention;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment of a
method of recognizing an object, according to the invention;

OBJECT RECOGNITION AND
CLASSIFICATION
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional
Application No. 61/016,199 filed Dec. 21, 2007, hereinincor
porated by reference in its entirety.

and

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of components of a camera
useful for obtaining images for use in an object recognition
system, according to the invention.
10

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIELD

The present invention is directed to methods, apparatuses,
and systems for object recognition. The present invention is
also directed to methods, apparatuses, and systems for object
recognition by comparing features of an object, Such as a face,
with identified subsets of distinctive features for the objects in
a recognition database.

15

strued as limited to the embodiments set forth herein; rather,

BACKGROUND

Digital cameras have become ubiquitous and can be used to
take both still images and video images. Object recognition,
and, in particular, face recognition, is a desirable feature for
digital cameras. It can also be desirable to provide object
recognition, and, in particular, face recognition, with other
devices, such as computers, personal data assistants (PDAs),
mobile telephones, and the like. In some instances, these
devices may include a digital camera. In other instances, the
devices may receive a still or video image and perform object
recognition on the image.
Face recognition is also closely associated with face detec
tion, in which a generic face is sought in an image. Face
recognition goes a step further, seeking to classify a face
detected in an image as a particular face from a database of
previously identified faces desired to be found.
In many conventional methods, faces are recognized by
determining the Euclidean distance between the features of
an input face image and the features of a set of reference face
images (e.g., a gallery or library of face images.) The identity
of the input face image is determined to be the reference face
which is least distant and is below a minimum threshold of

25

30

35

45

“or operator, and is equivalent to the term “and/or unless
the context clearly dictates otherwise. The term “based on is
not exclusive and allows for being based on additional factors
not described, unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. In
addition, throughout the specification, the meaning of “a.
“an and “the include plural references. The meaning of
“in” includes “in and “on.

50

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

55

Briefly stated, the present invention is directed toward
object recognition including, for example, face recognition. A
recognition system is trained to recognize a gallery of one or
more identified objects (e.g., faces) which form a recognition
database. To train the system, several images of an identified
object are provided and the system determines one or more
characteristic values (e.g., the mean value and variance) for
each of multiple features of the object. Based on these char
acteristic values, a subset of distinctive features is selected for

the object from a set of available features and this subset is
stored in a recognition database. Different objects may have
different subsets of distinctive features. The distinctive fea
60

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of one embodiment of a

system for generating a recognition database, according to the
invention;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment of a
method of generating entries for a recognition database,
according to the invention;

these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be
thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope of the
invention to those skilled in the art. Among other things, the
present invention may be embodied as methods or devices.
Accordingly, the present invention may take the form of an
entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodi
ment or an embodiment combining Software and hardware
aspects. The following detailed description is, therefore, not
to be taken in a limiting sense.
Throughout the specification and claims, the following
terms take the meanings explicitly associated herein, unless
the context clearly dictates otherwise. The phrase “in one
embodiment as used herein does not necessarily refer to the
same embodiment, though it may. Furthermore, the phrase
“in another embodiment as used herein does not necessarily
refer to a different embodiment, although it may. Thus, as
described below, various embodiments of the invention may
be readily combined, without departing from the scope or
spirit of the invention.
In addition, as used herein, the term 'or' is an inclusive

40

detection. Other mathematical methods, such as principal
component analysis (PCA) or linear discriminant analysis
(LCA) have been used to reduce the computational load of the
analysis and to improve the robustness of recognition.

Non-limiting and non-exhaustive embodiments of the
present invention are described with reference to the follow
ing drawings. In the drawings, like reference numerals refer
to like parts throughout the various figures unless otherwise
specified.
For a better understanding of the present invention, refer
ence will be made to the following Detailed Description,
which is to be read in association with the accompanying
drawings, wherein:

The present invention now will be described more fully
hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings,
which form a part hereof, and which show, by way of illus
tration, specific exemplary embodiments by which the inven
tion may be practiced. This invention may, however, be
embodied in many different forms and should not be con

tures for each object can be, for example, features that are
Substantially distinctive (e.g., are the greatest distance) from
a set of generic features determined using a set of reference
objects. For example, a reference library of faces can be used
to determine a set of generic features and, in at least some
instances, statistical values, such as a mean value and a vari

65

ance, for the generic features. Distinctive features for a par
ticular face could include those features that exceed a thresh

old level of distinction over the generic features determined

US 8,160,309 B1
3
from the reference library. Accordingly, each object or face in
the recognition database is represented by a Subset of distinc
tive features that are particularly distinguishing for that
object.
To recognize an input object, the features of the input
object are compared to the subset of distinctive features for
each (or at least for some) of one or more objects in the
recognition database. A comparison metric is calculated and
if the comparison metric is exceeds a threshold value then it is
determined that the input object corresponds to that object in
the recognition database. An advantage of these recognition
systems and methods overconventional systems and methods
is that particularly distinguishing features are identified for
each object in the recognition database and these features are
compared to the input object. This reduces the calculation
time and complexity with respect to conventional systems

4
Characteristic values can be determined for a set offeatures
from the faces in the reference database or from the reference

10

15

and methods which consider all of the available features.

Object Recognition
For purposes of illustration, the discussion below will use
face recognition as an illustrative example. The terms “face'
and “object may be used interchangeably in the discussion.
It will be recognized, however, that the methods, systems, and
devices discussed below can be used to recognize objects
other than faces and that the application of these methods,
systems, and devices to those other objects will be readily
understood. Examples of other objects include, but are not
limited to, bodies, patterns, pets, cars, eye iris, finger prints,

set of features can be used.

The set of features can include any number of features.
Preferably, the set of features includes many different fea
tures. For example, the set of features may include at least 10,
20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 10000, or more features. The set

25

acteristic values that can used to determine the subset of
cal values determined from the faces in the reference database
30

ance, median, higher order statistics, and the like of the faces.

In at least one embodiment, the meanu, and variance o, of

35

or =

1

Y

X (f - up

45

where N is the number of faces in the reference database or the
reference set of faces from which the reference database is

generated. In other embodiments, higher order statistics may
be used in addition to, or instead of the mean and variance.
50

The system 100 can be trained to recognize a face. For each
face to be added to the recognition database, multiple training
images 106 of the identified face are provided to the processor
102 which then determines a subset of distinctive features,
selected from the set of features, that will be recorded in the

55

60

tions of faces for the reference database can also be made; for

example, the selection of faces may be made by, for example,
a device user or a device manufacturer or third party software
Supplier.

each feature (j=1,..., n; where n is the number of features in
the set of features) can be determined according to the fol
lowing equations:

40

database 104 can, in at least some embodiments, include both
The faces in the reference database, or the reference set of

or the reference set of faces used to generate the reference
database. Such statistical values can include the mean, Vari

the faces and the characteristic values of the features.

faces used to generate the values in the reference database,
can be a selection of faces representing variation in human
facial features. Alternatively, the faces may be selected based
on one or more characteristics Such as, for example, gender,
age (e.g., child or adult; child, teen, adult, or elderly), race,
demographics (for example, a selection of faces for a refer
ence database used in Japan might be different then the selec
tion of faces for the United States), and the like. Other selec

of features may be selected from among a larger group of
possible features for consideration.
The set of features can be identified by one or more char
distinctive features for each object in the recognition data
base. Such characteristic values can be, for example, statisti

and the like.

FIG. 1 illustrates schematically one embodiment of a sys
tem 100 for generating a recognition database. The system
100 includes a processor 102, a reference database 104, train
ing images 106, and a recognition database 108. Any suitable
processor 102 can be used. The processor 102 may be part of
a computer, camera, mobile telephone, PDA, or any other
device. Alternatively, the processor 102 may be remotely
accessible using one or more of these devices and a wireless
or wired (or any combination thereof) connection. For
example, the training images 106 may be provided to, or
generated by, a computer, camera, mobile telephone, or PDA
and this device could remotely connect to a processor that
generates, or modifies, the recognition database (which may
be stored on the device or may also be remote to the device).
The processor 102 may be located in the same device as
one, or either, of the reference database 104 and the recogni
tion database 108. Alternatively, one, or both, of the reference
database 104 and recognition database 108 may be remote to
the processor 102.
The reference database 104 can be, for example, a database
of faces. Alternatively or additionally, the reference database
can be a database of characteristic values (e.g., mean and
variance) for a set of features, where Such characteristic val
ues are generated from a reference set of faces. The reference

set of faces used to generate the reference database. Examples
of suitable features for face recognition include, but are not
limited to, the known Haar or Haar-like features. (See, for
example, P. Viola and M. J. Jones, "Robust Real-time Face
Detection'. International Journal of Computer Vision 57(2),
137-154 (2004) and C. Papageorgiou, M. Oren and T. Poggio,
“A General Framework for Object Detection. Proceedings
of the 6th International Conference on Computer Vision,
555-562 (1998), both of which are incorporated herein by
reference.) Such features may include, but are not limited to,
the shape, size, relative dimensions (e.g., length versus width
ofa rectangle or major axis versus minor axis of an ellipse), or
area of facial features; or comparisons of shape, size, relative
dimensions, or area between facial features and the like. Any

65

recognition database 108 for that particular face. FIG. 2 is a
flow chart illustrating one embodiment of a method of train
ing a system to recognize a particular object, Such as a par
ticular face. First, multiple images of the object are obtained
(step 202). Preferably, these images are not identical but
rather show the object from different positions, distances,
angles, etc.
For each of multiple features of the object, one or more
values, representative of that feature, are calculated using the
multiple images of the object (step 204). As an example, the
value(s) can be statistical values, for example, the mean value
and variance for that feature of the object as determined from
the training images. The features for which value(s) are cal

US 8,160,309 B1
6
IfD(plq) is not symmetric, (i.e., D(plq)z D(cp)), a symmetric
version may be used instead:

5
culated can be any, or all, of the set of features described
above. For example, value(s) may be calculated for any, or all,
of the set of features catalogued in a reference database and
may even include other features. For purposes of illustration
of the method, the discussion below uses the mean and vari
ance values for each of the features, but it will be understood

5

In at least Some embodiments, the features in, or calculated
from faces in, the reference database are assumed to have a

10

normal (Gaussian) distribution. Therefore, given the mean
and variance of the feature, the probability distribution is
exactly defined. In other embodiments, a non-Gaussian dis
tribution can be used for one or more (or even all) of the
features. The following discussion assumes a Gaussian dis
tribution, but application to a non-Gaussian distribution will
be readily understood.

15

for the specific face in the training images. Again, if a normal

that other characteristic values (or the mean or variance
alone) could be used in addition to the mean and variance or
as an alternative.

Using the value(s) determined for the features from the
multiple images, a Subset of distinctive features is determined
for the object (e.g., face) (step 206) and this subset of distinc
tive features is provided to the recognition database (step
208). Any method and any criteria can be used to select the
distinctive features which are a subset of the features for

The distribution for the each feature can also be determined

distribution is assumed, the mean and variance of the feature

which the values were calculated in step 204 above. Prefer
ably, the distinctive features include features for which there

describe the distribution.

The individual divergence D can be calculated for each
feature of interest, assuming p(x) is the distribution of that
feature for a general face and q(x) is the distribution of that
feature for the particular face in the training images. For the
case of normal distribution of p(x) and q(x), D(plq) depends
only on the mean values and variances of the two distribu

is substantial statistical variation of that feature of the indi

vidual object from the aggregate generic features of the
objects in the reference database. In at least some embodi
ments, the features with the most Substantial statistical varia

tion from the features determined for the objects in the refer

tions.

ence database are selected. In other embodiments, the

distinctive features are not necessarily those with the most

25

variation from the features in the reference database, but still
exhibit substantial variation.

Any number of distinctive features can be selected for a
particular object. For example, at least 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12,
16, 20, 24, 32, 64, 100 or more distinctive features can be

selected for the subset of distinctive features for an object.
The number of distinctive features for each object in the
recognition database can be the same or that number can vary
for different objects. Typically, the number of distinctive fea
ture selected is no more than one half one third, one quarter,

30

35

one tenth, one twentieth, one fiftieth, or one hundredth, of the
features available for selection. Often, different subsets of

distinctive features will be selected for objects in the recog
nition database (although there may be instances where the
same subset is selected for two or more objects).
Any criteria for selecting distinctive features that utilizes
the calculated value(s) from the training images and corre
sponding values from the reference database (or determined
from the faces in the reference database) can be used. As an
example, a distinctive feature for a particular object may have
a mean value determined from the training images that is
statistically different from the mean value of that feature for
the objects in the reference database. As another example, a
set of distinctive features might include features of the indi
vidual object in the training images that differ by at least one
standard deviation (or 1.5 or two or 2.5 standard deviations)

40

45

where X and X are determined from the ML equation:
2

2

- u2)- -2. log-O2 = 0
- (x-

O;

50

og)

and whereu, O, correspond to the general face statistics for
that particular feature and LL, O, correspond to the face

from the mean value of that feature from the reference data
base.

As another example, in at least Some embodiments, the
Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to select at least some (or
all) of the distinctive features. This analysis is designed to
measure the distance between two given probability distribu
tions. For two continuous probability distributions p and q.
the divergence D(plq) (a comparison metric) can be defined

The features can be sorted according to their D value. From
a large set of N features, a smaller subset of M distinctive
features can be selected by selecting some or all of the fea
tures for which D has minimum or relatively low values.
Another embodiment of a method for selecting the distinc
tive features employs the probability of detection and the
probability of false positives for selecting the distinctive fea
tures. Again, in at least some embodiments normal distribu
tions are assumed (although in other embodiments other dis
tributions can be used) where p(x) the distribution of the
particular feature for a general face and q(x) is the distribution
of the particular feature for the face in the training images. In
Such a case, using a ML (maximum likelihood) criterion, the
probability of detection of a particular feature for the particu
lar face in the training images can be calculated as:

statistics for the face in the training images and for the par
55

ticular feature.

The probability of false positives (i.e., the probability to
decide that a face matches the face in the training images
when in fact it does not) can be calculated as:
60

aS

E. as

65

A comparison metric D for each of the features of interest can
be calculated using the following equation:

US 8,160,309 B1
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where C. is a constant between Zero and one and can be

selected and represents a trade-off between less stringent
requirements for recognition of the face and the chance of
obtaining a false positive. In at least some embodiments, C. is
in the range of 0.2 to 0.8 or in the range of 0.3 to 0.7 or in the
range of 0.4 to 0.6.
The features can be sorted according to their D value. From
a large set of N features, a smaller subset of M distinctive
features can be selected by selecting some or all of the fea
tures for which D has minimum or relatively low values.
It will be recognized that other criteria and comparison
metrics D can be used. For example, cumulative distribution

10

functions calculated for the reference set of faces and the face

in the training images can be used to select the distinctive
features. Other methods for selecting statistically distinctive
values also known and can be used to assist in selecting the

15

distinctive features.

As another example, another comparison metric D for use
in selecting distinctive features can be written as:

25

where L is the number of examples for face in the training
image and p,(x) is the value of the probability distribution for
a particular feature x and for the generic features from the
reference database. Features can be selected as distinctive

features if they attain relatively low values of D.
In at least some embodiments, parameters may be deter
mined for each distinctive feature. These parameters can be
used to compare the previously identified object from the
training images with an unknown object. These parameters
may be stored in the recognition database or may be calcu

30
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lated based on information, such as means and variances,

stored in the recognition database. As an example, two param
eters a, and b, of a parabolic sensitivity function for each

less than a threshold value and, in other instances, it means a

distinctive feature i can be determined.

In one embodiment, these parameters are based on the
maximum likelihood criterion. The parameters for a distinc
tive feature i can then be given by the equations:

40
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where L, O, correspond to the general face statistics for the
distinctive feature and LL, O, correspond to the particular
face statistics for the distinctive feature.

The recognition database can be used to detect and recog
nize faces in input images by employing the recognition
database. FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system 300
for face recognition including a processor 302, a recognition
database 304, and one or more input images 306. The proces
sor 302 uses the recognition database 304 and input image(s)
306 to generate an output 308. In at least some instances, the
output is provided on a display as text, graphic, image, or any

50
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combination thereof.

Any suitable processor 302 can be used and the processor
can be the same as the processor 102 in FIG. 1 or it can be a
different processor. The processor 302 may be part of a com
puter, camera, mobile telephone, PDA, or any other device.
Alternatively, the processor 302 may be remotely accessible
using one or more of these devices and a wireless or wired (or
any combination thereof) connection. For example, the input
image 306 may be provided to, or generated by, a computer,
camera, mobile telephone, or PDA and this device could

8
remotely connect to a processor that generates the output
(which may be stored or displayed on the device or any other
device or display).
The processor 302 may be located in the same device as the
recognition database 304. Alternatively, the recognition data
base 304 may be remote to the processor 302.
The recognition database is used for recognition of an
object in an input image. FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of
a method of object recognition. First, the input image is
obtained and an object is identified for recognition (step 402).
For example, a face may be identified in the image (e.g.,
selected from multiple faces).
The unknown object is then individually compared to one
or more previously identified objects from the recognition
database (step 404). One of the objects of the recognition
database is selected and, for one or more (and, preferably,
each) of the distinctive features of the object of the recogni
tion database, one or more characteristic values representa
tive of that features of the unidentified object can then be
determined (step 406). Alternatively, the characteristic values
for all, or part, of the possible features may be determined
prior to selecting the object from the recognition database.
A comparison metric is calculated comparing all of the
distinctive features (or at least a subset of the distinctive
features) of the object from the recognition database with
those same features of the unidentified object (step 408). Any
known method or metric for comparing two Subsets of value
to determine if they are statistically (or otherwise) similar can
be used. After calculating the comparison metric, it can then
be determined if the comparison metric exceeds a threshold
value indicating that the distinctive features of the object from
the recognition database and the corresponding features of
the unidentified object are sufficiently similar (step 410). In
Some instances, “exceeding a threshold value” means a value

60

value greater than a threshold value whichever indicates
that the object from the recognition database and the uniden
tified object are the same. If the comparison metric does
exceed the threshold value, then the process may halt. Alter
natively, the process can continue to consider other objects in
the recognition database even if the comparison metric
exceeds the threshold value.

If the comparison metric does not exceed the threshold
value, then a new object from the recognition database is
selected (steps 412 and 404). The process can be used to
compare the unidentified object to all of the objects in the
recognition database, or to only a Subset of the objects in the
recognition database (e.g., a Subset of objects selected by a
user).
One embodiment of a comparison metric is a distance
metric (such as a Euclidian distance) between features of the
one or more objects in the recognition database and the same
features of the input image. For example, the individual dif
ferences in values (or normalized differences in values) for an
object in the recognition database and the input image for
each of the features can be added to provide a distance metric.
If the distance is less than a threshold value, the input image
can be recognized as the corresponding object in the recog
nition database.

Another embodiment of a comparison metric uses the
65

parameters a, and b, described above. A comparison metric F,

can be calculated for the object in the recognition database
using the following equation:

US 8,160,309 B1
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F = X. aif + bif

where a, and b, are the parameters described above for
distinctive feature iof object.j in the recognition database, M,
is number of distinctive features of object j (or at least the
number of distinctive features that will be considered in this

calculation), and f, is the value of distinctive feature i of the

10

unidentified object being compared to object.j. If F, exceeds a
threshold value T then the unidentified object is correlated to,
or identified as, object j. If F, does not exceed the threshold
value T then the unidentified object is not correlated to, or
identified as, object j. In at least Some embodiments, the
threshold value T may be selected to represent an acceptable
level of false positives and may be selected manually or
calculated algorithmically. One example of an algorithm for
calculating T is the following:

15
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where

c = 2 logorio -ujo; + uscri

30
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where L, O, correspond to the general face statistics for the
distinctive feature iof object jand LL, O, correspond to the
particular face statistics for the distinctive feature i of object

35

In some embodiments, however, if F, for all objects in the
recognition database fails to exceed the threshold value T then
the object with the highest value of F, may be correlated to the
40

45

trative embodiment. It will be understood, however, that the

methods described above may be performed by camera 500 or
may be performed, entirely or partially, by another device that
receives an image captured by camera 500. Moreover, such a
device may be used to process images that have been captured
by a camera (or other image-capture device) Substantially
different from the camera illustrated in FIG. 5 including ana
log cameras that capture images on film. The images can be
converted into digital representations by scanning or any
other suitable method and can then be processed as described
above for object recognition.
The camera 500 may be a camera for taking still pictures or
motion pictures (e.g., a video camera). The camera 500 may
be a stand-alone camera or may be part of a device Such as, for
example, a mobile phone, PDA, computer, and the like.
As shown in the figure, the camera 500 includes a process
ing unit (CPU) 522 in communication with a memory 530 via
a bus 524. Camera 500 also includes a power supply 526, one
or more external interfaces 550, a user interface 552, a display
554, an image receiver 556, optics (e.g., lens(es) and shutter)

tocols.

Display 554 may be a liquid crystal display (LCD), light
emitting diode (LED), or any other type of display. Display
554 may also include a touch sensitive screen arranged to
receive input from an object Such as a stylus or a digit from a

Illustrative Camera Device

FIG. 5 shows one embodiment of a camera 500 that may be
used in implementing the invention. Camera 500 may include
more or fewer components than those shown in FIG. 5. How
ever, the components shown are sufficient to disclose an illus

wired or wireless network. External interface 550 can include

a port for coupling the camera 500 to another device or may
include circuitry for coupling camera 500 to one or more
networks. This circuitry, if provided, may be constructed for
use with one or more wired or wireless communication pro

J.

unidentified object. In other embodiments, the output 308
from the processor 302 may indicate that the object was not
recognized.

10
558, a flash 560, a light sensor 562, and a motion sensor 564.
Power supply 526 provides power to camera 500. A recharge
able or non-rechargeable battery may be used to provide
power. The power may also be provided by an external power
Source. Such as an AC adapter.
The optics 558 includes the lens(s), shutter, focusing appa
ratus, and other optical components that allow the camera to
generate an image on the image receiver 556. Any Suitable
optical arrangement can be used. The image receiver 556 can
be any suitable device for receiving the image and generating
an electrical representation of the image including, but not
limited to, an array of charge-coupled devices (CCDarray) or
array of CMOS detectors. Preferably, the image receivergen
erates a digital representation of the image, although it will be
understood that analog image receivers can be used and the
analog image representation can then be digitized or scanned
to generate a digital representation.
The camera 500 may also include a flash 560 to provide
additional light when automatically or manually activated.
The camera 500 may also include a light sensor 562 to mea
sure the amount of ambient light. The camera 500 may also
include a motion sensor 564. Such as one or more gyroscopes.
The motion sensor 564 may be useful for stabilizing the
camera as a picture or video is being taken. The motion sensor
may also be useful for later processing, including reducing
blurring, of the image.
The camera 500 typically includes a user interface 552 that
allows the user to operate the camera and to change various
settings of the camera. The user interface 552 may also allow
the user to view images (still or video) on the display 554 of
the camera, set parameters related to the capture or processing
or images, or send or receive images from the camera.
Camera 500 may optionally communicate with another
device. Such as a computer or mobile telephone, or with a

50
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human hand.

Memory 530 typically includes a RAM 532 and a ROM
534 and may include other storage devices. Memory 530 may
store processor readable instructions, data structures, pro
gram modules or other data. Memory 530 further includes
one or more permanent data storage 544, which can be uti
lized by camera 500 to store, among other things, applications
542, images (still or video), and/or other data. It will be
understood that a portion of the memory 536 may be remov
able from the camera. For example, removable storage
memory includes diskettes, memory sticks, memory cards,
and the like.

60
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Applications 542 may include computer executable
instructions which, when executed by camera 500, control
operation of the camera, process images, store images, or
transmit or receive images. Applications 542 may further
include an object recognition application 545 as discussed
above. In other embodiments, as discussed above, the object
recognition application may be resident on another device.
It will be understood that if the camera is part of another
device. Such as a mobile phone, PDA, or computer, compo
nents of the camera may be shared with other portions of the
device. Shared components can include, but are not limited to,

US 8,160,309 B1
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for example, the CPU, memory (including RAM, ROM, data paring all of the selected subset of distinctive features of that
storage, other storage, and applications), power Supply, exter identified face with corresponding features for the unidenti
fied face.
nal interface(s), user interface, and display.
It will also be recognized that any portion of the methods
8. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting a subset of
described herein, including all portions relating to recogni- 5 distinctive features comprises calculating, for each of a plu
tion of an object in an image, can be performed by a device rality of features in the set of features, a divergence of that
other than a camera or a camera-containing device. For feature for the identified face from a corresponding reference
example, the recognition of an object in an image can be feature generated from the reference set of faces.
performed entirely, or partially, by a separate device such as a 10 9. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting a subset of
computer or the like.
distinctive features comprises calculating, for each of a plu
The above specification, examples and data provide a rality of features in the set of features, a probability of detec
description of the manufacture and use of the composition of tion of that feature of the identified face from the reference set
the invention. Since many embodiments of the invention can of faces and a probability of a false positive of the feature of
be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the 15 the identified face.
10. A method of object recognition, the method compris
invention, the invention also resides in the claims hereinafter
appended.
ing:
generating a recognition database for at least one identified
object by obtaining multiple images for each identified
What is claimed as new and desired to be protected by
object,
Letters Patent of the United States is:
for each identified object, selecting a subset of distinc
1. A method of face recognition, the method comprising:
generating a recognition database for at least one identified
tive features from a set of features, wherein the subset
includes no more than half of the features of the set
face by obtaining multiple images for each identified
and wherein each of the distinctive features in the

face,

for each identified face, selecting a subset of distinctive

25

features from a set of features, wherein the subset
includes no more than half of the features of the set
and wherein each of the distinctive features in the

a threshold level of distinction from at least one cor

responding calculated value for a reference set of
objects, at least one calculated value comprises a

Subset have at least one calculated value representa
tive of that distinctive feature of the identified face
that exceeds a threshold level of distinction from at

30

and

ence set of faces, at least one calculated value com

database the selected subset of distinctive features;

obtaining an image of an unidentified object for recogni

prises a mean value and a variance for that distinctive
35

for each identified face, recording in the recognition
database the selected subset of distinctive features,

obtaining an image of an unidentified face for recognition;
for at least one identified face in the recognition database,
calculating a comparison metric comparing at least a
portion of the selected subset of distinctive features of
that identified face with corresponding features for the

mean value and a variance for that distinctive feature,

for each identified object, recording in the recognition

least one corresponding calculated value for a refer
feature, and

Subset have at least one calculated value representa
tive of that feature of the identified object that exceeds

40

unidentified face; and

using the comparison metric for each of the at least one
identified faces to determine if there is a correlation 45
between the unidentified face and at least one identified

face of the recognition database.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the recognition database
includes a plurality of identified faces and wherein the

tion;

for at least one identified object in the recognition database,
calculating a comparison metric comparing at least a
portion of the selected subset of distinctive features of
that identified object with corresponding features for the
unidentified object; and
using the comparison metric for each of the at least one
identified object to determine if there is a correlation
between the unidentified object and the at least one
identified object of the recognition database.
11. A system that is operative for face recognition, com
prising:
a recognition database stored on a computer-readable
medium, the recognition database comprising, for at

selected subset of distinctive features differs for at least two of 50

least one identified face, a subset of distinctive features
for that identified face, wherein each of the distinctive

the plurality of identified faces of the recognition database.

features in the subset have at least one calculated value

3. The method of claim 2, wherein for at least two of the

representative of that distinctive feature of the identified

identified faces there is no common distinctive feature in the
selected subsets of distinctive features for those identified
faces.

face that exceeds a threshold level of distinction from at
55

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the set of features

a mean value and a variance for that distinctive feature;

at least one processor for executing processor-readable
instructions that enables actions, including:
obtaining an image of an unidentified face for recogni

comprises at least 100 features and wherein the subset of
distinctive features for each identified face comprises at least
five features.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the comparison metric is 60
a function of the mean values and variances for the portion of
the selected subset of distinctive features.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein calculating a compari
son metric comprises calculating the comparison metric for
each identified face in the recognition database.
7. The method of claim 1, wherein calculating a compari
son metric comprises calculating the comparison metric com

least one corresponding calculated value for a reference
set of faces, and at least one calculated value comprises

65

tion;

for at least one identified face in the recognition data
base, calculating a comparison metric comparing at
least a portion of the subset of distinctive features of
that identified face with corresponding features for
the unidentified face; and

using the comparison metric for each of the at least one
identified faces to determine if there is a correlation

US 8,160,309 B1
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have at least one calculated value representative of that

13
between the unidentified face and the at least one

identified face of the recognition database.
12. The system of claim 11, further comprising a processor
for executing processor-readable instructions that enable
actions, including:

distinctive feature of the identified face that exceeds a
threshold level of distinction from at least one corre

5

generating the recognition database for the at least one
identified face by obtaining multiple images for each

variance for that distinctive feature, and

for each identified face, recording in the recognition data
base the selected subset of distinctive features

identified face,

for each identified face, selecting the subset of distinc
tive features from a set of features, wherein the subset 10
includes no more than half of the features of the set,
and

for each identified face, recording in the recognition
database the selected subset of distinctive features.

obtaining an image of an unidentified face for recognition;
for at least one identified face in a recognition database,
calculating a comparison metric comparing at least a
portion of a subset of distinctive features of that identi
fied face with corresponding features for the unidenti
fied face, wherein the subset of distinctive features dif

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the at least one pro- 15
cessor executes processor-readable instructions that enable
further actions, including:
generating the recognition database for a plurality of iden
tified faces by obtaining multiple images for each of the
plurality of identified faces,

sponding calculated value for a reference set of faces, at
least one calculated value comprises a mean value and a

2O

for each of the plurality of identified faces, selecting the
subset of distinctive features from a set of features,

fers for at least two of the multiple images of the
identified face; and

using the comparison metric for each of the at least one
identified faces to determine if there is a correlation
between the unidentified face and the at least one iden

tified face of the recognition database.
21. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 20, wherein the set of features comprises at least 100

wherein the subset includes no more than half of the
features and wherein the subset of distinctive features for
features of the set and wherein each of the distinctive
each identified face comprises at least five features.
features in the subset have at least one calculated 25
22. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of

value representative of that distinctive feature of the
identified face that exceeds a threshold level of dis

tinction from at least one corresponding calculated
value for a reference set of faces, and

for each of the plurality of identified faces, recording in 30
the recognition database the selected subset of dis

claim 20, wherein the recognition database comprises a plu
rality of identified faces and wherein for at least two of the
identified faces there is no common distinctive feature in the
selected subsets of distinctive features for those identified
faces.

23. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
claim 20, wherein the comparison metric is a function of the
14. The system of claim 11, wherein the system is disposed mean values and variances for the portion of the selected
subset of distinctive features.
on a device comprising a camera.
15. The system of claim 11, wherein the system further 35 24. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
comprises a camera for obtaining the image with the uniden claim 20, wherein calculating a comparison metric comprises
tified face.
calculating the comparison metric for each of the identified
16. The system of claim 15, wherein at least one of the at faces in the recognition database.
25. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
least one processors is remote from the camera.
17. The system of claim 15, wherein the at least one pro- 40 claim 20, wherein calculating a comparison metric comprises
calculating the comparison metric comparing all of the
cessor is part of the camera.
18. The system of claim 15, wherein the camera is part of selected subset of distinctive features of that identified face
device selected from a computer, a mobile telephone, and a with corresponding features for the unidentified face.
26. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
personal data assistant.
19. The system of claim 18, wherein the at least one pro- 45 claim 20, wherein selecting a subset of distinctive features
comprises calculating, for each of a plurality of features in the
cessor is part of the device.
20. A non-transitory computer-readable medium having set of features, a divergence of that feature for the identified
processor-executable instructions for face recognition, the face from a corresponding reference feature generated from
processor-executable instructions when installed onto a the reference set of faces.
device enable the device to perform actions, comprising:
50 27. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of
generating the recognition database for at least one identi claim 20, wherein selecting a subset of distinctive features
fied face by obtaining multiple images for each identi comprises calculating, for each of a plurality of features in the
fied face,
set of features, a probability of detection of that feature of the
for each identified face, selecting the subset of distinctive identified face from the reference set of faces and a probabil
features from a set of features, wherein the subset 55 ity of a false positive of the feature of the identified face.
tinctive features.

includes no more than half of the features of the set and
wherein each of the distinctive features in the subset
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